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time of their death and whose estate would have
otherwise been distributed according to the rules of
customary law. The Act applies to property not covered by a WILL.
The Act provides for the distribution of the estate in
the following percentages:


20% to the surviving spouse (s).



50%

to

the

children

of

the

deceased

(proportionate to their needs)

Betty Nkhoma, a widow aged 58 years, started brewing
Kachasu beer to raise money and support her children
after the relatives of her late husband grabbed her land.



ceased.


In Zambia, the distribution of property
belonging to an intestate is governed by the
intestate Succession Act, Chapter 59 of the
Laws of Zambia.

10% to the dependants.

These percentages apply only to liquid assets such
as money and shares in companies.
Although, the Zambian Government enacted the

The intestate Succession Act was enacted by the Parliament
of Zambia and subscribe to on 14th May, 1989, in order to
endow with a consistent intestate succession Law that will
be appropriate all the way through the country.

Intestate succession Act, there are some flaws in
the Act.


This is where a person dies without leaving a will which details how they wish to have their property distributed. Because of the absence of specific intentions by the deceased,
the law known as the intestate Succession Act lays down the
procedures of how the property left by such a person will be
distributed.

The Act does not define some of the principles embedded in it such as ‘proportionate
to the needs of the children involved’, for
surviving spouses shares must be effected
‘according to the length of the marriage’.
These things present problems during the

In case where a deceased is survived by one spouse and
children, the surviving spouse and children are entitled
equally and absolute to the house hold goods. The Intestate
Succession Act applies to anyone who lived in Zambia at the

distribution of estates.
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Lundazi District Commissioner (DC) Ms Janet
Mvula, stressing a point during the round table
meeting of Women’s Rights and Participation in
Local Governance and Decision Making Project
of RFDP at Thandizani Leaning Centre.

Kuunika Newsletter

The DC was speaking
recently during the round table
meeting of Women’s Rights
and Participation in Local Governance and Decision Making
Project (WRPGD) of Rising
Fountains Development Program (FDP) at Thandizani
Leaning Centre in Lundazi
district, Eastern Province of
Zambia.
Ms Mvula recalled, “In
2006, the UN CEDWA Committee reviewed Zambia’s report and signed out rural
women’s access to leadership
positions as one of the areas
of concern that need further
improvement”.
She
recognised,
“Participation of women in
leadership positions, local
governance and decision making is very low in Zambia. Of
all the 11 chiefs only, 2 are
female and about 3000+ village heads in Lundazi district
only 2% are women village
heads”.

Zambia like many other countries is concerned about the
situation of women and recognises that women and children
should enjoy the rights to participate in local governance
and decision making on equal
terms with men and women, in
She proved, "Only 10%
every area of life.
of the women are chairperLundazi District Commissioner (D.C) Ms Janet Mvula affirmed
that by signing the United Nations
Convection on the Elimination of all
forms of discrimination against
women (CEDWA), Zambia recognises that the equality of opportunity
and treatment for women and men
will not be achieved unless women
rights are enshrined in law and property enforced.
The D.C confirmed, “In 2000,
Zambia further facilitated the process
of removing gender imbalances in
order to attain its vision on gender
equality by adopting and implementing the National Gender Policy
(NGP).”

son’s of different village committees such as Parents
Teachers Associations (P.T.A)
committees, project works
committee; orphans care committee, water and sanitation
committee, neighbourhood
committees in the communities and only 15% of women
have access to productive resources such as land and
credit”.
She brought to mind,
“Sadly despite Government
commitments and efforts to
address the challenges at National, District and Local community levels, gender inequali-

ties still persist in Lundazi district”.
She cited, “One of the
reasons is that Government cannot solve the problem single
handedly as the task is big and
national budgetary allocations are
limited”.
She noted, “It is therefore
for this reason, ladies and gentlemen, that Government would like
to greatly thank Rising Fountains
development programme (RFDP)
and its management, and Zambian Governance Foundation
(ZGF) for coming up with the initiative to supplement Government
efforts to promote women’s rights
and participate in local Governance and Decision Making at Local level”.
She assured, “May I assure Rising Fountains Development Programme that Government will not leave you alone but
support you as you implement
this initiative until we see our
women folk liberated, so to say”.
She has since appealed
to, “Other Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) in Lundazi
District to emulate what Rising
Fountains Development Program
(RFDP) has done to initiate and
implement the program that is
promoting women and children’s
rights at grass root levels”.
The term ‘participation’
suggests certain characteristics:
inclusion, transparent, democracy, communication, equality
and empowerment. It means eliciting views, listening and working
together, and providing access to
decision making process and information.
However, it also proposes
inborn challenges to traditional
power structures and ways societies are organised.
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RFDP Management
Staffs, Board members
and Stakeholders during the Strategic Planning workshop, developing a three years
Road Map at THANDIZANI Learning Centre
in Lundazi, Eastern
Province of Zambia.
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Betty Nkhoma right, with her fellow
widow, Cathrine Kanyinji.


from Nundwe Community School in

promotion of women’s rights and chil-

the north. Being a senior wife, Betty

dren’s by Rising Fountains Develop-

was dearly loved by her husband. The

ment Program (RFDP) with financial

couple had 3 children, 1 male and 2

support from Zambian Governance

female. Before the husband died,

Foundation (ZGF), under the Women’s

Betty had a lot of farming land which

Rights Participation in Local Govern-

they could till and produce different

ance and Decision Making (WRPGD)

crops for sale and consumption. This

Project, sympathized with the widow

would enable her to buy basic necessi-

and came to her aid. The 3 women

ties for the family and send the chil-

(Fenny Nyirenda, Alice Mzumala and

dren to school. Betty’s husband de-

Maureen Nyirenda) sought audience

mise brought in a lot

the contributions by the surviving

of problems. Shortly

spouse to the matrimonial home and

after the passing on

‘...women have also

case. The women pre-

only gives a life interest. This works

of

vowed to fight this

sented the case arguing

land battle up to the

that the land had been

bitter end if it

cultivated for more than

The Act does not differentiate between children within the home and
those outside who have never lived
in the matrimonial house in question
but gives to all of them the matrimo-

her

husband

early 2010, people
from

neighboring

with the group headman Chiyendeyende

over

the

Zikhole village en- resurfaces this coming 15 years and wondered
season’.
croached on her
why the Zikhole villagers
land. Zikhole villag-

could not occupy it then.

ers forcefully took

They further explained

over the land and started cultivating it

that it was already rain season, and

in early November 2010. This left the

with the unpredicted weather patterns,

The Act does not apply to land held

widow with no land to cultivate as all

the widow risked having poor yields at

under customary tenure. This affects

the arable land was grabbed from her

the end of the season if she planted

women negatively because most of

by Zikhole residents. The villagers

late.

them are found in rural areas and

claimed that it was their ancestors’

have lived there for a long time and

land. These people went further to

have which they cannot benefit from.

boast that they had waited long

nial home.


ers trained in lobby and advocacy and

The Act does not take into account

against women most of the time.


35 km west of the district and 4 km

Many rural widows and orphans suffer a
double heart break. Betty Nkhoma, a widow
aged 58, was married in a polygamous marriage, shares her sad revelation. She lives
in Nashoni village in Mphamba chiefdom of
Lundazi district. The village is approximately

enough for the widow’s husband to die
so that they could take the land.
Betty’s arguments and concerted effort
with her children to repossess the land
proved futile.The grabbing of land from
Betty by Zikhole residents infuriated
the women leaders. The women lead-

Moreover, Betty was a human being
who had a right to productive resources such as land like any other
person as enshrined in various human
rights protocols. Group headman Chiyendeyende heard the women’s cries.
He, together with his indunas
(advisors) went to see the land in
question. Upon checking the field, the
group headman and his advisors resolved that the land be granted back to
Betty and the children there and then.
(Continued to page 10).
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Rural community members during the out
reach awareness raising meetings.
Our dynamic management staff,
Board members and partners
throughout our operation areas
in Lundazi and beyond are doing
fantastic work supporting rural
women and their communities
work their way out of Poverty,
HIV/AIDS and Environment.
RFDP’s specific ACTIONS implemented are at the heart of our
success. Since its inception in
2000, RFDP’s efforts to transform and empower rural women
and children in communities did
not go in a vacuum. We’ve seen
success in all our areas of operations and one of our major
challenges for the years ahead
is to build on that success.
Among the chronicles of success, include:

1,240 school going OVC
supported with school fees
and requisites in 4 schools.

40 potential village women
leaders have been trained.

Rehabilitated 11 water
wells in the valley and plateau areas.

Built 6 double VIP latrines
in the valley and plateaus.

Formed 18 water and sanitation committees.

Trained 80 care givers in
Chama and Lundazi.

Offered lessons to 1,3110















school going pupils in
both government and
community schools
Trained 20 traditional.
leaders and peer educators in stigma reduction.
Sensitized 300 mothers
on prevention on mothers to child transmission
Distributed 3047 pencils and 469 books.
Trained 30 parents
youths in safe from
harm.
Trained 20 community
members in stigma reduction activities.
Trained 60 community
members and church
leaders on C change
roll-out.
Trained 60 TOT in C.
Change.
Conducted 5 days gender capacity building
training for staff and
board members.
5 staff undergo training
in governance accountability civic empowerment gender and HIV
policy engagement.
Held orientation meet-









ing for 14 project staff
and board members
on the WRPGD initiative in Lundazi district.
Formed 2 pilot village
women networks in
Phikamalaza and Kazembe chiefdoms.
Entered partnership
with a number of foreign and local Donors.
Supported 2 members of staff to undergo training in ecological sanitation
(ECOSAN).
Distributed 2000 leaflets with detailed information on prevention and how to cope
up with HIV/AIDS.

RFDP has been working
around the clock with diverse activities designed to
give future generations a
deeper understanding of
the issues, the challenges
and provide holistic remedies that exist in our communities for a more transformed and empowered
women free from poverty.

Participants during Gender training workshop for Village Women Leaders
(VWN) on the WRPGD Project in Lundazi, Zambia.
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ernance, decision making, lobbying and
Further more Women execuadvocacy.
tive leaders’ have dialogues with the
RFDP’s WRPGD project also brings chiefs on a regular basis. Village
community women together in order to en- Women Network leaders conducts diaable them engage and lobby government logue meetings with the DC, Ward
and traditional leaders for improved imple- councillors and line ministries.
mentation process of national gender policy
The Group headmen have
at local community by June 2013.
since promised to include women durCommunity members during the dialogue
WRPGD project conducts dia- ing the reformation of traditional courts
meeting in Chitungulu , Lundazi, Zambia.
logue meetings with District Commissioner, in their respective villages.

Historically, the women’s position and participation in Zambian society
has been lower than that of men. This
makes women’s participation and decision making process very difficult because, it does not strike a balance.
The Zambian Government has undertaken
to improve the status of women and children by ratifying and acceding to a number of international human rights and women’s rights instruments at the
global and regional levels, including:







Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Convention on the Elimination of All forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).
African Charter on Human and People’s
Rights.
United Nations Convention on the Rights of
the Child (UNCRC).
International Covenant on Social, Economic
and Cultural Rights.
SADC Declaration on Gender and Development.

Striving to improve the women’s status
through community mobilization, partnerships, capacity building and advocacy translating these international instruments and complimenting the Zambian
government efforts, RFDP has designed a very participatory project focusing on rural women called:
Women’s Rights and Participation in Local Governance and Decision Making Project (WRPGD).
In order to enhance women participation in
local governance, leadership and decision making at
community level by June 2013, RFDP’s WRPGD
project has scheduled a series of actions such as
training of women leaders, holding dialogue meetings with traditional chiefs including indunas and
group heads on policy engagement where Village
Women Network (VWN).
The dialogue meetings are been held with
traditional leaders on policy engagement and Conducting round table meetings as platform with VWN
leaders, women leaders, traditional leaders and civic
leaders such as members of parliament and ward
councillors and relevant stakeholders on local gov-

MPs and ward councillors, NGOs and line
ministries to review key policy documents,
remind them to remain accountable and
provide feedback on implementation, outcomes and impact of the National Gender
Policy.

The project has stimulated
some men to join the village women
networks so that they can also be
enlightened more on the women’s
rights.

For the project's sustainability,
cultural structures such as, Chiefs have
opened doors into their palaces, for women
executive members to meet the chiefs on
any issues that the women want changed in
the community by villages appointing
women as village heads and women leaders
picked and take part in traditional court
hearings.

At community level chiefs and
other traditional leaders discussed gender and gender issues during meetings
with their subjects Disability and HIV/
AIDS issues were mainstreamed in the
programme.

And men and women already
trained
in
gender, local governance and
The WRPGD project also strengthens this action through community public decision making request for training for
advocacy meetings been conducted at their spouses.
grass root such as, in Kazembe, PhikaThe Political leaders and
malaza, Mphamba and Chitungulu chief- traditional leaders are now taking a
doms at which more than 300 women and leading role in spearheading the advomen access information on women’s rights. cacy and sensitization of subjects on
women’s rights in their communities. To
The project is also making efforts
fully realize their right in participating in
to improve the effectiveness and efficiency
diverse developmental projects includof work, motivation of staff and ensure acing the electoral process, Women leadcountability and reliability of financial reports
ers are now lobbying their husbands
of the organisation by the end of June 2013.
and donors to finance them during camThe project is again increasing paigns.
organisational capacity of 14 project staff
The organisation continued to
and 10 board members of RFDP on gender
create awareness to the staff and comawareness, governance, decision making, munities on gender issues during staff
leadership, advocacy, lobby, planning, man- meetings in the office and sensitisation
agement, monitoring and evaluation by June meetings in the communities respec2013.
tively.

RFDP is also involving Zambia National Association of Persons
with Physical Disabilities (ZNAPD) takParents Teachers Associations ing part in all the activities including
(PTA) committees that were Initially biased dialogue meetings.
towards males have been dissolved and
women have been included in the executive
eg at Lumimba Day School in Chitungulu
chiefdom. Women leaders takes part in
traditional court hearings.
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Mission:

3.

Health facility.

To improve the livelihoods of women and
children in rural Zambia through community
mobilization, partnerships, capacity building
and advocacy.

4.

Community health workers.



Education:

1.

School requirements.

Values:

2.

Train community school teachers.

3.

infrastructure.

4.

Centres (early childhood).

5.

Sensitisation of parents.



Agriculture:

1.

Sustainable agriculture.

2.

Livestock and Irrigation schemes.

To strengthen RFDP into an efficient, effective and sustainable organisation in Zambia.

3.

Link to service partners and markets.

4.

Community based agriculture institutions.

To influence leadership at various
levels to formulate and implement
polices to improve the livelihoods of
women and children in rural communities in Zambia.



Community Based Natural Resources Management (CBNRM).

1.

Trainings and Linkage to service
providers and Credit scheme.



To develop strong partnership with
stakeholders, donors and beneficiaries.



To develop networks and memberships.




Some participants during group work at
RFDP’s strategic planning workshop held
at Thandizani Learning Centre in Lundazi.

Rising Fountains Development Program Board Chairperson,
Siyani Zimba has urged the Board
members and the management staff
to work with passion and as a team.
The Board Chairperson said, the
strategic plan is a very important document
and has since urged the staff to support it as
is not an individual document but the face of
the organisation.
Mr. Zimba has since appreciated
the participants for their grateful contributions
towards the formulation of the three years
strategic plan. He thanked the Zambian Governance Foundation for funding the formulation of the strategic plan document.
The Board Chairperson was speaking recently during the four days strategic
planning workshop held at Thandizani Learning Centre in Lundazi, Eastern Province of
Zambia. The RFDP scheduled a series of
participatory activities during the strategic
planning workshop such as:


Over view current and background
situation of RFDP.

Integrity
Equity and respect
Accountability and transparency
Teamwork
Hard work.



Goals:








To contribute to the capacity building of women and children in access
health and sustainable agriculture,
education and enterprise development in communities of Zambia.
To strengthen partnership and networks on women and children livelihoods in rural communities in Zambia.

Strategies:

Avoid relaying on donor funding by
coming up with IGAs.



RFDP must construct its own office in
order to reduce the rentals cost.

To influence women to fully participating in decision making process, leadership and Governance issues.



Need to have a resource mobilisation
committee (team).



Building capacity of women and
children in advocacy and lobby.



RFDP must have a HRDP (Human
Resources Development Plan).



Efficiently, effective and mobilisation
organisation.



RFDP must have an employee manual starting clearly the conditions of
service.



Recruitment of key and dismissal of
key positions must be approved by
the board.



Building consortium and linkages.

Undertaking the external strategies,
analysis –stakeholders.



Support structures.



To research.



Formulating the strategies direction,
defining the vision.



Enterprise development:



Clarifying thee core values.

1.

Entrepreneurship.



Developing strategies objectives.

2.

Market linkages.



Outlining key activities.

3.

Financial linkages.

4.

Technology.



Health (access):

1.

WATSAN.

2.

Health education.

Transformed and empowered people living
healthy lives in Zambia.







Vision:

What RFDP needs to be improved?
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society attributes to men and women because if their sex.
Now, what is equality? Is it according people the same treatment? Do
you think that when you accord people the
same treatment, you are going to have the
same results? Given an example of boys
and girls attending a same school about 5
km from their village. Ask the people
whether they think they should be treated
the same or different and why?

An irate woman meet head-on with her
husband when she was beaten up in the
public after he was coming from a drinking
spree in Lundazi, Eastern Province, Zambia.
Gender Based Violence (GBV) is
recognized as a global health, human rights and development issue
that transcends geography, class,
culture, age, race and religion.
As a result of the unequal power relations
between men and women, Zambia is no exception
to the causes of Gender Based Violence. In 2010
alone, the Zambia Police, Victim Support Unit recorded over Eleven Thousand (11,000) cases of
Gender Based Violence.
When we talk about violence against
women it cuts across all cultures and people of all
ethic groups. It is defined in psychological, sexual,
physical and economic terms. It is usually perpetrated against women by men. It is usually invisible
as it happens in private. It has therefore been sustained by the culture of silence; most of the cases
go unreported for fear of stigmatization, discrimination or further violence. Note that although it is
mostly perpetrated against women, men can also be
victims of gender based violence.
The types of violence include: domestic
violence, sexual; rape, defilement, incest etc. Female genital mutilation, sexual slavery, dowry related violence, Honour killing, Emotional abuse etc.
Gender refers to cultural exceptions and
assumptions about the behaviour, attitudes, personality traits and physical and intellectual capabilities
of men and women, based solely on their identity as
men or women. Note that gender is different from
sex. Sex refers to the biological differences between
men and women. Gender is simply the roles that

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW), adopted in 1979 by the
United Nations General Assembly, is often
described as an international bill of rights
for women. Consisting of a preamble and
30 articles, it defines what constitute discrimination against women and sets up an
agenda for National action to end such
discrimination.



To ensure elimination of all acts
of discrimination against women
by persons, organizations or
enterprises.

The Convention provides the
basis for realization equally between
women and men through ensuring
women’s equal access to, and equal
opportunities in, political and public life–
including the right to vote and to stand
for election—as well as education,
health and employment.
Zambia like many other states
parties, agree to take all appropriate
measures, including legislation and temporary special measures, so that women
can enjoy all their human rights and
fundamental freedoms.
In response to Gender Based
Violence, the Government of Zambia, go
along with the Anti Gender Based Violence ACT No 1 of 2011, on 12th April,
2011 and the Parliament of Zambia
enacted it on 15th April,2011.

The Convention defines discrimination against women as “…….any distinction, exclusion or
restriction made on
The Anti Gender Based Viothe basis of sex
lence ACT provides for the prowhich has the ef- “…..most of the cases tection of victims of Gender
fect or purpose of go unreported for fear of Based Violence; constitute the
impairing or nullifyAnti Gender Based Violence
stigmatization,
ing the recognition,
Fund; and provide for matters
enjoyment or exer- discrimination or further connected with, or incidental to,
cise by women,
violence”.
the foregoing.
irrespective of their
This Act is intended to provide
marital status, on a basis of
civil
remedies to victims of genequality of men
der
based
violence, be they women,
and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, children or men. As long a s person has
been targeted as a result of their sex or
social, cultural, civic or any other field.”
gender, that violence amounts to gender
By accepting the Convention, based violence.
Zambia like many other states, commits
By its nature, violence takes
herself to undertake a series of measures
the
form
of criminal offence. As such,
to end discrimination against women in all
acts of gender based violence shall be
forms, including:
dealt with according with any other writ
To incorporate the principles of ten law. The Act has given a broad interequality of men and women in their pretation of what constitutes gender
legal system, abolish all discrimina- based violence.
tory laws and adoption appropriate
Victims of GBV should not be
ones prohibiting discrimination
afraid to report cases of GBV even
against women.
where the perpetrator is the provider in

To establish tribunals and other the home or the bread winner because
public institutions to ensure the the Act has adequately provided for the
effective protection of women safety of victims through provision of
against discrimination; and
shelter and the Anti GBV fund which
may receive financial assistance.
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“Kulonga” a traditional and cultural ceremony committee of the
Tumbuka people, six (6) of 20 are women, and Senior Group
headman Kolakumutu tradition committee has six (6) women as
advisers to traditional affairs affecting women and children’s
rights.
He said, the incorporating of gender in traditional structures and community development has not left the education
sector aloof. The Parents Teachers Association (PTA) at
Kabinda Day Secondary School in Chief Mphamba is a woman,
after a lot of sustained sensitization and effective advocacy.

Traditional Leaders during the dialogue meetings on Gender
mainstreaming been held in Lundazi District, Zambia.

The Group Headman Kaithinde, in Chief
Mphamba’s area Lundazi district, Eastern Province of Zambia has called for the women’s participation in traditional affairs committees, as
some women are more intelligent than men.
Speaking recently on behalf of the Group Headman Kaithinde
during the dialogue meeting at Kabinda Day Secondary School, Headman
Kachipeto, Luka Miti has since advised the community not to misunderstand gender and women’s participation, but use it rightfully and wisely.
The Group Head man encouraged the women to actively do
some sensitization and advocacy in order to work together for better development. Mr. Miti said, if women are abused, children suffer most which
negatively affect their childhood growth.
He however observed that, women are systematically participating in decision making especially traditional structures such as in

STAKE HOLDERS


Donors




Partners





Beneficiaries



ISSUES
Stiff conditions e.g. threshold,
reporting formats are not discussed with recipients/targets
and timeframe
Focus of programmes and project (change) and resource mobilisation.
Difficulty to get data from partners (long procedures).
Suspicion.
Conflict in work plans make work
difficulty.
Interest /altitudes programs.

Incorrect information collection
suspicion, difficulty to collect
data, community fatigue with the
programmes.

However, the Headman sadly noted that, although the
Chief Mphamba has opened the doors for women’s participation,
they are shunning this opportunity. He recalled that, men proposed some names to the Chief Mphamba for their involvement
in all traditional affairs committee, but women do not attend the
meetings.
Meanwhile, RFDP Project Facilitator Jack Tembo has
observed that women do not support each other to the decision
making levels. The Acting Director has encouraged the women
to advocate for their participation and take the advantages of the
good will from Chief Mphamba who has opened gates for
women’s involvement at all cost.
Mr. Tembo said, women should make the follow ups
on the positive gestures from the chief. He said, “Mainstreaming
gender within traditional structures means that the community
development will give equal opportunities to both men and
women as participants and beneficiaries”.
He said, “Mainstreaming ensures that the needs of both men
and women especially children are accommodated and this includes women’s productive capacity to reduce HIV/AIDS, alleviate poverty and maximize economic input at community level”.



WAY FORWARD
Donors and CBOs or NGOs must have dialogue before the
resources are released.
Room for negotiations with the Donors.






Negotiations with partners
Stakeholders meeting.
Sharing information. .through radios, letters.
Workshops.



Quarterly review meetings with stakeholders/beneficiaries
meeting.
Workshop.
Dialogue/ focus group discussions.
Refresher courses.







P.O BOX 530230, Lundazi, Zambia.
Email: rfdpzambia@gmail.com
www.ringfountain.org

Some of the participants going through the
Zambian draft constitution during a workshop
funded by Zambian Governance Foundation
(ZGF) in Lundazi, Eastern Province of Zambia.
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I Need Help!

repossessed. The family cultivated the
entire portion of land in 2011/12 season
that had been taken over by merciless
villagers from Zikhole village. In the last
season the family grew cotton, maize
and groundnuts.
This year plans are that the family
grows only maize and groundnuts because of the poor cotton prices during
the 2011/12 marketing season. The
women have also vowed to fight this
land battle up to the bitter end if it resurfaces this coming season.

Betty Nkhoma, making an appeal to RFDP program staff for help.
A million thanks to trained women
leaders who have been enlightened
on their rights and are able to lobby
and advocate their rights. The women
took up the confrontation to rescue

their fellow woman from land
grabbing.
Betty and the children are now
happy that their land has been

In rural areas, married women have access
to land for farming through their husbands,
but in the event of a divorce or widowhood,
they may continue to use the land but will
not inherit control of land. Most women go
back to their villages where they are dependent on a male kin of access to land. It is
unheard of for a married woman to be given
land in her own rights.

